
Pay for performance – or coding and getting paid
for quality of care – has taken on yet more speed, this
time with money attached.
Medicare is going to pay offices a bonus for partici-

pating in a new voluntary coding program that begins
July 1.
And there’s potential for a good bonus – 1.5% of

the office’s Medicare payments for the last six months
of this year. The issue, however, is that few offices
will qualify for that much bonus. An office’s top
amount may actually turn out to be very little.
The program is an extension of last year’s quality

reporting system where doctors coded quality mea-
sures in a limited number of areas. Now there are
more things to code plus payment.
The new system is called the 2007 Physician

Quality Reporting Initiative, or PQRI, and it is very
much the beginning of something coming soon to full
bloom. That something is paying doctors based on the
quality measures they code instead of paying a set
price for each CPT service.
Here are the particulars.

first, a bit of history

Paying for quality instead of for services started last
year with the 2006 Physician Voluntary Reporting
Program (PVRP). That effort, which ended December
31, set out a starter set of 36 performance measures
that doctors could code using Category II codes and
G-codes. It was a voluntary system, and it didn’t offer
any payment.
But then came the unexpected.
When that system was barely underway, the Ameri-

can Medical Association announced it had already
signed an agreement with Congress supporting quality
coding and promising to set up 140 quality measures
by this January – measures extensive enough that just
about every doctor would be able to report at least
three of them.
With that promise under its belt, Congress passed

the Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006, which
was signed into law in December. It says doctors and

other providers can get paid for participating in volun-
tary quality reporting. But it only authorizes the pay-
ment for this year. Payment for next year is likely but
still up in the air.

choose the quality measures now

The AMA didn’t quite make the 140 measures, but
it did produce 74.
Beginning July 1, the office can code those mea-

sures, and if it submits enough of the quality codes
between then and the end of the year, it will be eligi-
ble for a bonus payment.
The measures cover things such as screening older

patients for fall risk, prescribing antiplatelet therapy
for patients with coronary artery disease, doing a com-

(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

Polite form on the chart collects
the balance due at registration
Because staff don’t like asking patients for money, manager

BECKY HATCH set up a nonconfrontational form that gets patients
to pay their outstanding balances at registration.
The billing department attaches it to the charts each morning, and

the front desk staff hand it to patients with “oh, by the way, there is
a note here for you from the billing department.”
Hatch designed the form eight years ago for Takacs Clinic, a

four-physician, 10-staff family and internal medicine practice in
Portland, OR.
At the top is the date, the patient’s name and account number, and

the amount the patient owes, not the insurance balance.
Below that, the biller checks the reason for the payment. “That

can be customized to fit any office,” Hatch says. Her office lists
copay, coinsurance, and deductible. There’s also a box for “no insur-
ance,” meaning the patient is self-pay and owes the entire amount.
There’s a box too for “need insurance information,” and that’s

checked when the patient forgot to bring the card at the previous
visit. For that situation, the form shows the insurance payment due,
“and when people see they owe $8,000, it’s amazing how quickly
they can find their cards.”
When the receptionist gives the patient the form, she asks “how

would you like to take care of that today?” Most patients pay in full
right there, Hatch says. If not, the receptionist asks “how much can
you send in?” and the patient fills out the bottom section where
there’s a line saying “I agree to pay $ ____ by ____ date” followed
by another line for the signature.
If the money is not paid by that date, the office begins its collec-

tion calls, starting with “we have a form you signed stating you
would send $X by this date.”
If the patient has questions, the receptionist steps out of the pic-

ture with “let me get our biller for you. Would you like to talk with
her here, or would you be more comfortable if I take you back to the
billing department?” And most of the time, the response is “oh never
mind. I’ll pay.”
When the office began using the form, Hatch says, it saw an

immediate increase in patient pays of about 35%, and that level has
continued.
Moreover, there’s “very little” resentment toward the form. “It’s a

nice way” to explain quickly what’s owed and why.
If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,

MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
plete skin examination for patients with a history of
melanoma, and prescribing long-term control medica-
tion for patients with asthma.
The measures the office chooses to code depend on

the services it provides. Some offices will find only
one measure that applies; others will find several.
Each measure has been assigned either CPT

Category II codes or G-codes. The G-codes appear
only where there is not a Category II code available.
The measures and the codes are listed on Medi-

care’s website. Go to http://www.cms.hhs.gov/pqri and
click on “Measures/Codes” on the left side of the
page. There are two downloads, one for the measures
alone, and the second for the measures with the codes.
Managers need to look at the list and decide which

measures apply to their patients. Those are the ones
the office will code.
(MOM will outline the codes and explain their use

in the next issue.)

if it’s voluntary, why do it?

The quality code program is totally voluntary, and
nobody will be penalized for not participating.
But don’t say no to it without pondering the issue.
Quality coding is here to stay. Medicare is already

setting up additional quality measures for next year
and will publish them in August – as part of the physi-
cian fee schedule. It appears to be just a matter of time
before all payments are tied to quality.
Offices that start using the codes this year will be

ahead of the game in that they will be prepared to
move into quality reporting when it does become
required. In addition to the convenience of that, they
will understand the coding well enough to get the
maximum payment.
And from a negative standpoint, offices that don’t

participate now may find themselves forced to play a
fast game of catch-up next year, because it’s looking
very much like the quality codes will be required then.

who can participate in this?

The coding and bonus is available to all Medicare
physicians whether they accept assignment or not.
It’s open to anyone who bills Medicare, and that

includes dentists, chiropractors, physician assistants,
nurse practitioners, clinical nurse specialists, nurse
anesthetists, nurse midwives, clinical social workers,
clinical psychologists, registered dieticians, and nutri-
tion professionals.
Therapists too can get the extra payment. Those

include physical and occupational therapists plus
speech-language pathologists.
But again, participation is totally voluntary. Thus,

How to get the bonus:
the magic numbers are
3 measures, 80% codes
To get the 1.5% bonus, a doctor has to report

the quality measures “successfully.”
And success is confusing, to say the least. The

magic numbers are 3 and 80%.
• The 3 pertains to the number of quality mea-

sures that apply to the practice.
If there are three or fewer, the doctor has to

report on all of them.
If there are more than three, the doctor has to

report on at least three but can do more. That’s up
to the doctor, but three is the minimum there.
Thus, nobody is required to report on more than

three measures and some will report on fewer.
• The 80% applies to the number of claims

where a measure applies.
If the doctor is reporting on three or fewer mea-

sures, the codes have to be used on at least 80% of
the claims to which they apply.
If the doctor is reporting on more than three

measures, the 80% has to be reached on at least
three of them. It’s therefore a good idea to code all
the measures that apply to the office’s patients,
because doing so will increase the chance of hit-
ting the 80% mark. A miss on one measure can be
made up by success in another. And if more than
three measures hit the mark, the doctor’s payment
cap can get pushed up.
• The bonus calculation is an all-or-nothing

situation. Unless the 80% point is reached on each
measure in the count, there’s no money. A doctor
who gets an 80% reporting rate on two measures
but misses on the third is out of the game. So is a
doctor who reports on only two measures and gets
90% on one and even 79% on the other.
The count applies to all claims for services pro-

vided during the six-month period, so doctors who
start their reports after July 1 will obviously have
a tougher time hitting the 80% threshold.
Medicare will also identify which measures

apply to the doctor’s patients. If it finds there are
measures that apply but weren’t reported, and if
the office did not meet the magic 3, the doctor will
not be eligible for a bonus.
A question that has arisen here is whether an

office that has electronic records can submit the
data extracted from the system instead of putting
the codes on the claims. For this year, the answer
is no. For next year, the answer is maybe. Medi-
care is working on it. �
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in a group practice, all the providers or none of them
or even just one or two can participate. It’s a matter of
personal choice.

how to participate

Doctors do not have to enroll in the program or reg-
ister anywhere.
All that’s necessary is to use the quality codes for

services provided July 1 and after. The codes go on
the same claim form as the diagnosis and procedures
codes. That way, Medicare can see if the quality codes
match up with the other codes.
Doctors who participated in last year’s program will

do the same. They just start using the codes if they
want to. There’s no registration process.

the payoff – not bad!

As to how much the office will get paid for the
work, the full bonus is a good one. It will be 1.5% of
the office’s allowed charges for all its Medicare ser-
vices, not just the services that carry the quality codes.
That includes office services as well as home care,
domiciliary care, and services provided in long-term
care facilities.
What’s more, allowed charges means total charges,

and that includes the beneficiary deductible and
copayment, not just the amount Medicare actually
pays.
The same is true for claims where Medicare is the

secondary payer. The office gets 1.5% of the full
allowed charges, not 1.5% of the amount the office
gets paid.
No co-payment applies to the 1.5%, and neither do

patients get any notice of the doctor’s extra payment.

but with a few strings attached

But here’s the rub: there’s a cap on the payment
amount, and it will mean that many doctors get far
less than the 1.5%.
The cap calculation is involved and not a little con-

fusing and can’t even be made until all the codes are
in at the end of the year.
But essentially, Medicare will multiply one national

number (yet to be determined) by 3 and then by the
number of times the doctor reports quality measures,
and that will be the doctor’s cap. Obviously, the fewer
the measures the doctor reports, the lower the cap,
forcing the bonus amount down from the 1.5%.
The calculation will be especially limiting for doc-

tors who don’t have a large number of patients to
whom the quality measures apply.
The cap, Medicare says, encourages doctors to

report on as many measures as possible, because the

more measures that are reported, the closer the doctor
gets to the 1.5% limit.
The cap also makes the reporting fair. If two doc-

tors have the same type of practice but one reports on
a measure that applies to 50 patients while the other
picks a measure that applies to many more patients,
the first will have a much lower cap than the other.
But the catch: there does not appear to be any way

to determine beforehand what the office’s payout will
be or if it will approach the full 1.5% or even if it will
be appreciable.

don’t dawdle with the claims

There’s a time consideration to note as well.
To be considered in the bonus calculations, a claim

has to be submitted, processed by the carrier, and
entered into the National Claims History file by
February 29 of next year.
Also, Medicare will use only final-action claims to

determine a doctor’s bonus.
So to come in under the wire, the office should sub-

mit its claims as quickly as possible.

payment goes to the TIN holder

The bonus payment will come as a lump sum in the
middle of next year.
Medicare will evaluate payment by individual doc-

tor. Thus, doctors will code the quality services for
their own work just as they code their own diagnoses
and treatments.
Doctors in group practices will do the same. They

will use only the codes that apply to their individual
patients.
Medicare will use the National Provider Identifier,

or NPI, to determine who gets paid what. The actual
payment, however, will be made to whoever holds the
Taxpayer Identification Number, or TIN.
Thus, for groups that bill under one TIN, all the

bonuses will lumped together and paid to the group.
That’s because the law requires that when a doctor
assigns Medicare payments to an employer, it’s the
employer who gets the payment. The group can then
distribute the money however it wants.
What if a doctor changes jobs or works for several

employers during that period and submits claims
under more than one TIN? Medicare will group the
doctor’s claims by TIN and will pay the individual
TIN holders.

no appeals on the amount

Once the payment is set, that’s it. There’s no appeal
process. What Medicare says goes.
That includes the determination of which quality
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measures apply to the doctor’s services, on whether
the codes have been submitted properly, on the cap
limitation amount, and on the bonus amount.
Medicare will allow offices to inquire about those

elements, but there’s no appealing them. Doctors who
participate will get feedback reports at the same time
the bonus payments are made next year.
Unfortunately, there won’t be any interim feedback,

mainly because of lack of time. Both the feedback and
the payment calculations will be generated as a single
report.
The reports will be confidential, and to access them,

doctors will have to complete an identity-verification
process and get a log-in ID and a password. �

Manager salary survey
shows pay plus benefits
averages out at $69,312
A new national survey shows that office managers

received an average salary and benefits package of
$69,312 last year.
By region, the leaders were managers in the

Northeast with an average salary package of $73,841.
Next highest were the Western states, where the aver-
age was $69,118. And those were followed by the
Midwest and Southeast at $67,428 and $66,863
respectively.
The survey was conducted by the Pensacola, FL-

based Professional Association of Health Care Office
Management, a national association for medical man-
agers. Here are the numbers.

salaries and benefits by region

NATIONAL AVERAGE
salary benefits total

2004 52,201 13,199 65,400
2005 57,113 12,191 69,304
2006 57,483 11,829 69,312

NORTHEAST
salary benefits total

2004 52,078 15,276 67,354
2005 59,748 12,073 71,821
2006 62,054 11,787 73,841

WEST
salary benefits total

2004 50,048 12,620 62,668
2005 56,143 11,925 68,068
2006 57,551 11,567 69,118

MIDWEST
salary benefits total

2004 54,180 12,859 67,039
2005 55,652 12,625 68,277
2006 57,075 12,353 67,428

SOUTHEAST
salary benefits total

2004 52,497 12,042 64,539
2005 56,911 12,145 69,056
2006 55,253 11,610 66,863

salaries and benefits by specialty

By specialty, these are the averages for the past
three years.

specialty total salary and benefits
2004 2005 2006

orthopedics 62,545 68,755 77,621
pulmonary 63,993 63,323 77,189
cardiology 66,207 77,131 76,932
neurosurg 69,863 72,570 76,358
dermatology 66,946 72,636 70,599
gastroent 72,047 77,248 70,474
general surg 59,646 60,738 69,493
ophthal 64,543 62,730 67,317
OB/GYN 63,801 59,411 67,222
internal med 52,211 53,311 66,853
ENT/OTO 59,900 69,302 65,884
pediatrics 58,595 64,633 62,125
family practice 50,049 55,012 60,040
urology 69,721 63,540 N/A
allergy 60,976 57,589 N/A

most managers also see bonuses

As for annual bonuses, 81% of managers report get-
ting them. The bonuses come mostly at Christmas
(68%) and at the end of the year (19%).
Most managers (77%) say their bonuses are set at

the physicians’ discretion.

benefits – national averages

Managers’ benefits also saw an increase. These are
the national averages.

type of benefit 2005 2006
insurance 4,480 5,281
retirement 4,205 4,578
education 1,643 1,323
association dues 394 368
subscriptions 319 330
total 11,041 11,880

Not included in those numbers is the dollar value of
miscellaneous benefits, which managers listed as cell
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phones, home computers, uniform allowances, gas
allowances, gym memberships, lunches, and parking.

a manager’s most critical duties

These are the main duties the managers list. The
numbers show the percent of office managers who
perform the duties.

establish office polices 100%
conduct staff meetings 92%
hiring and firing 91%
staff evaluations 91%
prepare payroll 81%
compliance officer 80%
accounts payable 76%
maintenance contracts 66%
HMO contracts 64%
order supplies 64%
prepare the budget 59%
accounts receivable 56%
coding 47%
secretarial duties 40%
billing and collections 42%
direct patient flow 33%
medical assisting 17%
surgery scheduling 13%
transcription 8%
hands-on lab or x-ray work 5%

(PAHCOM is a national organization for office
managers. It is headquartered in Pensacola, FL, and
has local chapters throughout the country. It provides
training, networking, education, and conferences as
well as the Certified Medical Manager or CMM certi-
fication. For information, call 800/451-9311 or go to
www.pahcom.com.) �

Some practical ways
to put the front desk staff
on a professional level
The receptionist is “the face of the practice.” She’s

the person people notice first and the person they miss
first. “The president of a company can be gone for a
week and nobody notices, but when the receptionist is
out, everybody is aware of it,” says KATE ZABRIS-
KIE of Business Training Works Inc., a Tobacco, MD,
firm that provides business communications training.
An unpleasant and unprofessional receptionist can

destroy the doctors’ image, start any patient off on a
negative footing, and drive away job candidates,. She
can even undermine the vendor service. A delivery

person who constantly gets a nasty response isn’t so
anxious to get there at breakneck speed.
Here are the rules for good front-desking.

basic training plus the hellos

• Know how the phone system works.
That’s obvious, yet it’s not uncommon for the

receptionist and the fill-in staff not to know the sys-
tem. In one client office, Zabriskie found that instead
of using the hold button, staff were putting a thumb
over the microphone.
• Wait for one full ring but no more than three.
It’s important to let the first ring complete, because

the ring sound may not get to the other end before
that, and then the caller is caught off guard. At more
than three rings, patients get impatient.
• Use a greeting that indicates the limitations of the

receptionist’s role. Instead of “ABC Pediatrics,” say
“Good morning. ABC Pediatrics. How may I direct
your call?” That shows the receptionist is only there to
direct calls. It’s a subtle way of saying “I can’t answer
your medical questions, but I can direct you to some-
one who can.”
• Replace a long practice name with simply “doc-

tors’ offices.” People know whom they are calling and
don’t want to sit through a seven-name greeting.

the hold and transfer

• Ask before hitting the hold button. Don’t say
“hold on” or “hold please.” Ask “may I put you on
hold?” and wait for a yes.
• Don’t overdo it and tell the caller the delay will

only be a second, “because everybody knows it’s
going to take longer than a second.”
• If the delay time gets long, recognize it. Come

back with “you might be on hold for a while longer.
Do you still want to wait?”
• If the system doesn’t play music during hold

times, tell the caller that the hold will be silent.
Otherwise, the person may think the call has been dis-
connected.
• When taking someone off hold, explain what’s

happening: “I can put you through to the nurse now.
Would you please hold a moment?”
• “Own all the calls.” If somebody says “I’ve been

transferred three times,” don’t just transfer the call
again. Say “I’m sorry this has happened to you. I’m
going to stay with you until we get the billing depart-
ment on the line.”
• The system should carry on-hold music, Zabriskie

says, because “it makes the delay seem shorter.”
And if there’s a spoken tape instead of music, make

it informational, not an advertisement. The very worst
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is a message of “we’re the greatest practice and pro-
vide the best service.” That caller isn’t happy about
having to wait in the first place, and here the office is
touting its patient service. Why call attention to the
fact that it doesn’t deliver on its promises?

too much information

• Don’t mention what someone is doing such as
“he’s out to lunch,” or “Dr. Smith is on vacation.”
That’s too much information. Patients don’t want to
think the office is doing anything other than worrying
about their situations.
Just say “the billing department is unavailable” fol-

lowed by “is there someone else who can help you?”
If the response is no, say “can I put you through to

voice mail, or would you like me to take a written
message?” Offer the choice, because some people
don’t want to have their messages on tape, and many
elderly patients don’t like using voice mail.

the problem callers

• What about the patient who won’t stop talking?
A subtle way to end the conversation is with a

wrap-up statement: “before I let you go, is there any-
thing else I can do for you?”
• What about the caller who says “I’ve left three

message already, and I want to talk with him now!”
Don’t say the person will call back. If there’s no

callback, that person will be even angrier.
The receptionist’s job is only to give the message:

“I know how important it is to for you to get through
to him. As soon as I see him, I will let him know you
called.”

giving directions

• Give complete directions to the office. Seeing a
doctor for the first time makes people anxious,
Zabriskie says. Add inadequate directions to that, “and
they’ll be in a huff by the time they get there.”
• Explain the parking, perhaps “we need to let you

know that our parking garage doesn’t take credit
cards.” It’s inconvenient as well as embarrassing for
visitors to find out too late that they forgot to bring
cash and that the parking garage doesn’t accept cards.

taking care of visitors

• Don’t let patients or vendors hover over the desk.
To move them along, ask them to take a seat. And for
privacy, the seating should be “a healthy 10 feet” dis-
tance from the desk.
• Treat every caller and every visitor with equal

respect, no matter what the appearance. The reception-

ist’s job is to get people where they need to be, “not to
make judgments.”
• Then there’s the gossiper. Somebody goes out the

door angry or upset, and the patient in the waiting area
says “What’s going on with him?”
Answer with a nonanswer such as “well we are

happy to serve all patients.” And then move right into
another topic or just stop there.

the dangerous visitor

• The receptionist also has to handle patients who
are angry or screaming or even threatening. Zabriskie
makes three recommendations.
First is to give two options: “Mr. Jones, I under-

stand that you are upset, but I am left here with two
choices. I must ask you to lower your voice or I will
have to call security. Which would you like me to
do?” When people see consequences, they calm down.
Second is to isolate the individual, for example,

“Mr. Jones, I can see that you are upset. Would you
please follow me? I can give you a more private place
to wait.” Then lead him to an empty office.
And third is to pick up the telephone and pretend to

be talking. When someone can hear what’s going on,
people think twice about what they say. �

Autism codes often needed
for secondary diagnoses

BY THERESE M JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
April is Autism Awareness month, an appropriate

awareness for offices to note, because autism has
become a common diagnosis.
The Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta reports

that autism and related disorders occur in one of every
150 births, making them more common than spina
bifida and Down syndrome and more common too
than pediatric cancer, diabetes, and AIDS combined.
Though few offices outside developmental pedi-

atrics practices code autism as a primary diagnosis,
many need to code it as a secondary diagnosis,
because it can affect treatment. For example, an ortho-

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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pedist treating a child with autism might have to use
general instead of local anesthesia to set a bone. The
same is true for an eye exam or dental care. The
autism code is necessary to explain the reason for the
difference in ordinary treatment.

a 64-year-old diagnosis

Autism, sometimes termed Pervasive Develop-
mental Disorder or Autism Spectrum Disorder, was
first described in 1943 by Austrian psychiatrist Leo
Kanner at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.
While there are different presentations and varying

levels of severity, it is characterized by communica-
tion and social difficulties plus repetitive behaviors
and a need to follow specific and rigid routines.
It’s most prevalent in boys. In fact, the CDC esti-

mates that it affects 1 out of every 94 boys.
Autism is usually diagnosed by age three, though

new research is making detection possible as early as
age six months. Many times, parents notice unusual
behavior or failure to reach developmental milestones.
Often the child is developing normally and then sud-
denly loses skills; other times, the parents say the
child has been different from birth.
Not infrequently, pediatricians tell parents to wait

and see what happens. However, the earlier the diag-
nosis, the better. A wait can lose valuable time for
early intervention, which is essential to treatment.
Another term associated with autism is Asperger

syndrome, named after the German physician Hans
Asperger.
That syndrome is a milder form of autism where the

greatest problem is social adaptability. The child can
have extremely high intelligence yet not be able to
communicate appropriately or adapt socially. Often
there is difficulty reading nonverbal cues and deter-
mining proper body space.

many causes, all biological

The exact cause of autism is not known. In the past,
it was even thought to be a psychosis resulting from
the mother’s rejection of the child.
However, research shows biological causes. And

because no two people with autism are alike, those
causes appear to be many.
There are possible neurological, infectious, meta-

bolic, environmental, and immunological factors.
There are studies on whether mercury contained in
vaccinations is at fault. And there is possibly a genetic
link. When one sibling develops the condition, the
chance of the others having it is 10% to 20% higher
than that of the general population. With identical
twins, the chance is as high as 60%.
There is still research on treatment, which currently

focuses on early intervention with behavior analysis

and educational programs for developing language
and social skills. Some medications are prescribed,
though there is no single protocol.

ICD-9: neurobiological v. mental

Even though research shows autism to be a neurobi-
ological disorder, its codes are located in the mental
disorders chapter of ICD-9-CM.
It would seem to be better classified in the nervous

system chapter, but in the mental disorders section it
has stayed, perhaps unfairly penalizing its patients,
because insurance companies put stringent lifetime
caps on treatment for mental conditions.
The codes fall into the 299 category, which covers

Pervasive Developmental Disorders. There are four
subcategories, and each requires a fifth digit of 0 or 1
to show if the condition is in an active or residual
state, which with autism will almost always be 0 for
active, because it’s a condition from which someone
rarely recovers.
Classic autism, also called Kanner syndrome, is

coded at 299.0x for autistic disorder.
Next is 299.1x for Childhood Disintegrative

Disorder or Heller syndrome, a rare condition that
involves loss of motor, language, and social skills as
well as seizures and low intelligence. A note here says
to use an additional code for any associated neurologi-
cal disorder, so if there was a neurological condition
that caused it to develop, use a code from the neuro-
logical section as a secondary diagnosis.
Next is code is 299.8x for other development disor-

ders, including Asperger syndrome.
And the final code is 299.9x for unspecified

Pervasive Developmental Disorder. That is the most
frequently used code for autism that has not yet been
precisely diagnosed.
Other conditions can be coded with the autistic dis-

order. They include hyperactivity (314.0x), dyspraxia
or problems with movement (315.4), and delays in
development (315.8-315.9). Sometimes those codes
are used before the actual diagnosis of autism is made.

CPT for evaluation and therapy

For treatment, most of the CPT codes are for evalu-
ation plus speech and occupational therapy.
For evaluation, there are codes such as 96110 and

96111 for developmental testing and 96116 for neuro-
behavioral testing.
For therapy there are codes such as 97110 and

97112 for therapeutic exercise to develop strength,
range of motion, balance, and coordination. There are
also codes 97530 for therapeutic activities to improve
functional performance and 97533 for sensory integra-
tion therapy to promote adaptive responses.
And for speech therapy there are 92506 for evaluat-
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ing the speech and auditory processing and 92507 for
speech and auditory therapy.
(Note: Therese Jorwic, who has written this column

since 1990, has a 17-year-old son, Christopher, who
has autism. Christopher is nonverbal but has started to
use letterboards and computers to communicate. He is
aware of his condition and recently wrote these two
poems: Read I love it/ hands to speak/ hands to open/
new world – and – Read I love it/ everyday/ alive is
Jorwic/ dead is autism.
Christopher is pictured in an article about autism in

the November 27 issue of Newsweek magazine. To
access it, go to www.msnbc.msn.com/id /15792805/
site/newsweek/. And for more information on autism,
see www.autismspeaks.org.) �

Don’t fire anybody
without a yes answer
to these seven questions
They are the litmus test for determining whether a

firing is justified. A no answer to any one of them
leaves the office open to a claim of discrimination.
They are the seven questions arbitrators ask when

settling firing disputes, explains employment law
attorney TROY D. THOMPSON of Axley Brynelson
in Madison, WI.
They are also the seven questions managers need to

ask with every dismissal, because firing is risky busi-
ness. In today’s job culture, employees “don’t accept
responsibility for their actions and performance defi-
ciencies” but focus instead on their rights. “And they
are sophisticated” about the remedies available.
The questions were established in a 1966 arbitration

decision involving the Enterprise Wire Company in
Illinois, and they set out the elements that determine
whether there is just cause for a termination.

did we have a rule?

Question 1: Was the termination caused by a viola-
tion of a reasonable office rule?
In other words, was there a rule and did the employ-

ee know about it?
The answer is a definite yes if the office has an

employee handbook that spells out what’s expected of
staff, Thompson says. With that in hand, all the man-
ager has to do is to point to a written requirement and
show that the staffer has violated it by being absent
too often or rude to patients, and the firing can’t be
questioned.
He notes, however, that the handbook does not need

to cover every possible rule. Just set out the basic
expectations plus the things such as patients confiden-
tiality that the office wants to enforce with no excep-
tions.
In addition, get signed statements that staff have

received and read the handbook.
With all that, the office has solid proof that there

was a rule and that the fired employee knew about it.

did we sound a warning bell?

Question 2: Did the office give the staffer notice or
warning of the consequences of the conduct?
That too should be explained in the handbook,

Thompson says. Usually, it’s the standard “employees
who violate these policies will be subject to discipli-
nary action up to and including termination.”
But along with that, each warning the office gives

to an employee should repeat the fact that the employ-
ee is subject to discipline, including termination.
Moreover, the employee should sign a statement

acknowledging the warning and the consequences.
The exception is offenses such as theft or intoxica-

tion at work. Those offenses are serious enough that
anybody should expect immediate dismissal.

did we investigate?

Question 3: Was there an investigation to determine
that the employee was, in fact, guilty?
If the situation is clear-cut – perhaps the staffer

failed to meet some standard of performance – no
investigation is called for.
But whenever there’s question of guilt or concern

that there could be argument about it, an investigation
is necessary.
That means interviewing witnesses. But it also

means interviewing the accused. Leave that out, and
any plaintiff’s attorney “will latch on to the fact that
the office didn’t ask for the employee’s side of the
story.”
Thompson recommends conducting the accused’s

interview with yet another seven questions, and again,
all need to produce a yes answer:
• Did you do X?
• Were you aware of our rule prohibiting that?
• Were you aware of our rule at the time you did X?
• Do you agree that it is appropriate to terminate

someone for that type of conduct?
• Is there any reason why we shouldn’t terminate

you?
• Are you aware of any other employee who did X

and wasn’t terminated?
• Is there anything you’d like to tell us?
Ask those questions at the very beginning of the

investigation and even put them in writing for the
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employee to answer and sign. At that point, there’s a
good chance the staffer will say yes to everything and
sign the statement in hopes of leniency in exchange
for the cooperation.
But once people get terminated, “they get angry and

their posture changes.” The office “will never get
those admissions again.”

was our investigation impartial?

Question 4: Was the investigation fair and objec-
tive?
A main question here is whether the person con-

ducting the investigation was an objective party and
not a witness in the investigation. Generally, one per-
son can serve as both prosecutor and judge but not
also as a witness against the employee.
For that reason, Thompson says, it’s best to have

just one person – usually the manager – do the investi-
gation as opposed to having several people conduct
parts of it. If several people are involved, there’s room
to argue that one of them was prejudiced against the
staffer and didn’t investigate impartially.
What if it’s a who-said-what dispute between a

staffer and the manager or between a staffer and a
doctor and there are no witnesses? In that case, the
office needs to question the manager or doctor in the
same way it questions the employee being fired.

do we have proof here?

Question 5: Did the investigation produce substan-
tial proof that the employee was guilty?
There needs to be factual evidence, not conjecture

or hearsay “or gut instinct,” Thompson says. What’s
more, it needs to be “hard evidence” such as e-mails
or written records or statements from witnesses.
And the evidence has to be fair. The manager can’t

rely solely on what volunteer witnesses say or on
statements from persons who have some interest in the
matter. The witnesses have to be unbiased and not
associated with the matter.
What if there are contradictions in the witnesses’

stories?
Then it’s going to be a judgment call, and his

advice is to look at the employment history of the con-
flicting witnesses to determine their credibility.

have we done this before?

Question 6. Has the office treated similar situations
in the past the same way?
Be careful. If another employee was guilty of a sim-

ilar violation and wasn’t terminated, don’t try to make
an example out of somebody now. The question that’s
bound to arise is “if they didn’t enforce that rule in the

past, why are they enforcing it now?” And if the fired
staffer is in a protected category such as race or age,
here comes a claim of discrimination.
What if there’s not been enforcement in the past –

maybe allowing personal use of e-mail?
In that case, Thompson says, the only fair thing to

do is send everybody a written reminder of the rule
plus a statement that starting right now, the office will
enforce it.

does the punishment fit the crime?

Question 7: Is the penalty appropriate?
Again, look at how the office has disciplined simi-

lar offenses in the past. There needs to be evenhanded
discipline.
There is some leeway, however.
It is okay to look at a person’s work history and

years of service and let that influence the firing deci-
sion.
For someone with a good record and long employ-

ment or someone who’s record is significantly better
than the people who were disciplined earlier, there can
be justification for lighter discipline now.
It’s also okay to go easier on someone who is diffi-

cult to replace, reasoning that the individual is not
similarly situated to those disciplined earlier and that
the office would suffer handicap if it fires that person.
When that happens, however, there needs to be an

internal memo explaining why the individual was not
terminated. Or send a memo to the employee saying
“normally we would terminate you for this offense but
we are not terminating you now for such-and-such a
reason.”
Conversely, the manager can be more strict with

someone who has been guilty of the same offense or
of other offenses in the past, though the record of guilt
can’t be used as the basis of determining guilt in the
current situation.
Even so, be careful, Thompson warns. Being able to

point to earlier similar situations where employees
received a similar penalty is “the single best evi-
dence” that there’s been no discrimination.
Also, he says, with any firing situation, the surest

defense is documentation. When a claim gets filed, the
EEOC asks for documentation supporting the firing,
and if there’s good documentation, the matter usually
ends there without a hearing. But if the documentation
is poor or nonexistent, in comes trouble.
Write to the audience – the audience being a judge

and a jury. Show that the office kept the staffer aware
of what was going wrong and explained how to cor-
rect it. Besides being fair to the employee, that’s a
ready escape hatch from a lawsuit.
(The Enterprise decision is titled In re Enterprise

Wire Company [Blue Island, IL] and Enterprise
Independent Union. It was made March 28, 1966.) �
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The manager’s job
often depends on
weathering tight spots
For a medical manager, part of the job is getting

into tight predicaments – and knowing how to get out
of them.
Here are four such situations plus solutions from

BRENDA COOK, president of Legal Administrative
Services Inc., a Denver company that provides finan-
cial counseling and administrative support to profes-
sional offices.
In each instance, the key is savvy communication.

yikes! they’re going to fire me!

The doctors give the manager harsh criticism.
Defuse the situation. Fast. And with a positive spin.
A good response is “I really appreciate your com-

ments. I value getting feedback from you. Let me
think about it, and I’ll get back to you.”
Another is “please tell me what was bad about my

decision so that I don’t make the same mistake again.”
Do that, Cook says, and the doctors’ collective jaw

will drop. They’re expecting a negative response, if
not a fight, and now here comes a conciliatory and
pleasant answer. “It throws them for a loop.”
Also, she says, if the criticism is delivered harshly,

don’t take it personally. “Soak in the message, not the
way it was delivered.”
Keeping cool is not easy. The doctors may be hot

under the collar about something they don’t even
understand. Worse, doctors aren’t known for mincing
words, so the attack can be brutal. But the thank-you-
what-would-you-like-to-see counter puts the manager
immediately in the winner’s circle.
From there, sit back and listen and find out what it

is they want. Taking notes is a good tactic, because it
shows the message is being heard – and doctors like to
be heard. Then make the changes they suggest.
As to follow-up, Cook’s advice is that while it’s

necessary for criticism that comes from the group, it’s
not appropriate when a single doctor simply blows up.
That doctor may be embarrassed to discuss the matter
because it only dredges up the memory of a tantrum.
What about the assault where one physician comes

in and attacks, say, a decision the manager has made
about an employee?
Ask the doctor to sit down and explain the situation.

Don’t argue and don’t agree. Just listen. Take notes.
And keep in mind that what most people want most is
to be heard. Chances are the doctor will go away
happy.
She notes, however, that there’s a limit to the

amount of criticism a manager can survive. If the doc-

tors continue to complain about performance, read the
writing on the wall and look for another job.

the colliding doctor requests

Doctor A wants one thing and Doctor B another,
and both want the work done by the end of the day.
There’s only time to do one.
The solution is avoidance, Cook says. And avoid-

ance is done by keeping the doctors constantly updat-
ed on what’s going on. When they appreciate the
workload, they know what’s reasonable to expect.
Give them a list every Monday of what the manager

expects to accomplish by the end of the week. Show
things such as updating software, reviewing claims, or
researching malpractice coverage.
Then at the end of each day send them an e-mail of

what has been accomplished, what has come up, and
what’s been put on the back burner, perhaps that two
staffers have quit and this is being done to replace
them or “the computer crashed and we contacted X
and did Y. I have to apologize. I still haven’t had time
to start updating our brochure.”
Seeing the scope and nature of the work, the doc-

tors never view the manager as sitting there waiting to
do their bidding. Moreover, they appreciate the value
the manager is bringing to their practice.
Besides keeping the work in perspective, she says,

if the doctors aren’t told what the manager is doing,
they could think “the manager isn’t doing anything.”

setting forth a recommendation

A change needs to be made, but the doctors aren’t
always open to ideas.
Whether it’s recommending a new copier, suggest-

ing ways to improve profitability, or requesting addi-
tional staff, the most important factor for success is
hard evidence to support the need for the change.
Doctors “by nature and by training are analytical,”

Cook says. They want to see facts.
“That can be frustrating, because there isn’t always

time to do research,” but if there’s going to be
approval, there has to be support.
All that’s needed is something the doctors “can ana-

lyze for five minutes.” A one-page chart or spread-
sheet or graph is sufficient. A brief page of facts is
often enough to seal the deal, no questions asked.

the dueling doctors

The manager is caught in the middle. Two doctors
come in independently, each complaining about the
other.
Consider it flattery, Cook says. For a doctor to

share a confidence with the manager is a compliment.



“It shows trust and respect for the manager’s opin-
ions.” What’s more, the unspoken message is “we
doctors don’t have a problem with the manager.”
Viewed in that light, “it’s a lot easier to deal with.”
The right response is neutrality. Don’t give any

advice. “Provide an ear to both of them, but don’t
offer feedback.” Just listen and be empathetic and
don’t agree with either one about the other.
That’s best done with remarks such as “gosh, I can

see how you feel that way” and “I really understand
your point of view.” Or if there is a strong enough
relationship with one of the doctors, point to a flaw in
that side of the argument.
Chances are the dispute will blow over.
But be careful!
If the personality issue becomes serious to the point

of threatening a practice split, it’s time to look for a
job with a more stable office.
The same is true if it’s a matter of “Pssst! Write me

a check, but don’t let Doctor B know about it.”
Don’t get into it.
Instead, “look for another job.” Those two won’t

stay in business together long.
She adds that “99% of the time what causes a split

is financial issues.” And for that reason, a wise man-
ager not only listens to the doctors but also watches
the money picture. When the profits start to decrease,
it could be time for a job search.
Keep tabs too on the general state of mind of the

practice, she says.
When people are noticeably unhappy and aren’t

giving their best efforts “but are there just to get a
paycheck,” there’s trouble on the horizon. �
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A list of the CPT II and G codes for reporting

quality measures on Medicare claims.
And for offices that do not treat Medicare

patients: be aware that private payers invariably
follow Medicare’s lead. Pay for performance is
on its way!

One-year NPI reprieve!
But that doesn’t mean
a free ride for anybody
A last-minute NPI reprieve!
The government is allowing another full year

for offices and payers to start using the new iden-
tifiers exclusively. Everybody has until May 23 of
next year but no longer than that.
In the meantime, Medicare says to use both the

NPI and the old legacy number on claims. Other
payers may require the same.
Mostly, the reprieve is being granted to allow

payers to keep paying during the next 12 months.
It’s not a surprise, as there has been continued
clamoring that not everybody is ready to use the
new identifiers – even though everybody has had
two years to get them going.
The year of grace doesn’t mean a free ride,

however. Offices should start using the NPIs by
May 23, just as planned.
The difference is that the government will

enforce the requirement only if somebody com-
plains that a provider or payer isn’t using NPIs.
And even then, the response won’t be deadly.
Medicare will simply notify the offender of the
complaint and give it 30 days either to get its act
together or document good faith efforts and show
a plan to get the new identifiers going.
If an office or payer has a valid reason not to be

at total-NPI stage and isn’t just thumbing its nose
at the requirement, there won’t be any penalty. For
example, a payer might be accepting legacy num-
bers to help its providers achieve compliance.
For payers, the reprieve means that as long as

they can show testing and an honest effort to
move toward NPIs, they can continue processing
payments without the identifiers.
For offices, it means that as long as they have

their NPIs and can show an effort to use them,
they’re safe. For that reason, offices need to docu-
ment what they have done to get in line. �


